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About This Game

Game Description

Reprise your role as a supernatural assassin in Dishonored 2.

Praised by PC Gamer as “brilliant”, IGN as “amazing” and “a super sequel, IGN as “amazing” and “a superb sequel”, declared a
“masterpiece” by Eurogamer, and hailed “a must-play revenge tale among the best in its class” by Game Informer, Dishonored 2

is the follow up to Arkane Studio's first-person action blockbuster and winner of more than 100 'Game of the Year' awards,
Dishonored.

Play your way in a world where mysticism and industry collide. Will you choose to play as Empress Emily Kaldwin or the royal
protector, Corvo Attano? Will you make your way through the game unseen, make full use of its brutal combat system, or use a
blend of both? How will you combine your character's unique set of powers, weapons and gadgets to eliminate your enemies?

The story responds to your choices, leading to intriguing outcomes, as you play through each of the game's hand-crafted
missions.

Story

Dishonored 2 is set 15 years after the Lord Regent has been vanquished and the dreaded Rat Plague has passed into history. An
otherworldly usurper has seized Empress Emily Kaldwin’s throne, leaving the fate of the Isles hanging in the balance. As Emily

or Corvo, travel beyond the legendary streets of Dunwall to Karnaca, the once-dazzling coastal city that holds the keys to
restoring Emily to power. Armed with the Mark of the Outsider and powerful new abilities, track down your enemies and take
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back what’s rightfully yours.

Key Features

The Assassins 
As fully voiced characters, Emily Kaldwin and Corvo Attano now bring their own perspectives and emotional responses
to the world and story. Use each character’s set of powers, gadgets and uniquely-tuned weapons in creative ways as you
explore the world – whether you fight your way through the city streets or sneak across the rooftops - and which enemies
you decide to eliminate or spare.

Supernatural Powers
Advanced bonecharm crafting and all-new upgrade trees allow you to customize your powers in vastly different ways.
Become a living shadow to silently stalk your targets, link enemies so they share a common fate, or mesmerize your foes
and dominate their minds. Choose from nearly infinite combinations of violence, nonlethal combat, powers and weapons
to accomplish your objectives.

Imaginative World 
From the grimy, rat-infested streets of Dunwall to the lush, exotic coasts of a decaying Karnaca, immerse yourself in
stylized locales created by Arkane’s premiere art and narrative teams. The world is a character in its own right, rich with
story, architecture and eclectic characters. It is also punctuated by signature mission locations, such as the Dust District,
ravaged by dust storms and warring factions, and a madman’s mansion made of shifting walls, deadly traps and
clockwork soldiers.

The Void Engine
Dishonored 2 is beautifully brought to life with the new Void Engine, a leap forward in rendering technology, built from
id Tech and highly-customized by Arkane Studios. Designed to support world-class art direction and take full advantage
of the powerful hardware this generation has to offer, the Void Engine allows for significant advances to all game
systems, including responsive stealth and combat Artificial Intelligence, lighting and graphical rendering, impressively
dense urban environments, and story presentation.
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Title: Dishonored 2
Genre: Action
Developer:
Arkane Studios
Publisher:
Bethesda Softworks
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400/AMD FX-8320 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 660 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7970 3GB or better

Storage: 60 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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This game has very good gameplay and is a big improvement on the original game. Why the negative review? The optimization
is TERRIBLE! I can't recommend a game that can't run at a stable 60 on low settings. The developers managed to get id tech 5
(an already bad engine) and modified it and made it worse somehow. A big disapointment.

The ai is also majorly screwed up, detecting me through walls or not detecting me at all even if i'm standing in front of them.
Don't buy this game.. It is a very beautiful sequel. Emiley now grown up and u can even play her xD. Time travel part rly made
me astonished, and the environment and exploration is very beautiful.My last advice (dont kill anyone till u listen to their secrets
by the heart to peoperly judge xDDD).. Held off on buying this game for a long time. Glad i finally bought it. Great game, and
great sequel to the first one.. Very underrated game, it's great because the game isn't built around the abilities like some games
are it provides a story and proves to the player that you can still beat the game even without the abilities, both normally and
clean hands\/shadow playthroughs and it doesn't feel any more difficult than playing through the game normally, and not to
mention the "play your way" aspect of the game is genius and I would love to see it used in more games instead of being a
completely linear "no you have to complete the game is this particular way" above all I think that is what makes the game the
most enjoyable and sets it apart from other games. Got pretty annoying by half end to the game, not much new or interesting,
same stuff.
Of course there are some good mechanics implemented, but I wouldn't play this after first game just because there is nothing
new pretty much to spend time on.. What a great game. Dishonored 2 is a pleasure to switch between mystical abilities, firearms
or your trusty retractable blade increases the variety of the game and leads to some very interesting interactions.

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1721463798

9\/10. Tactile, richly detailed, exquisitely designed, this might be the most fun game to play I've experienced in years.
Everything about its gameplay and level design feels so realistic and responsive, encouraging careful exploration and
exploitation of the environment in both horizontal and vertical directions to outwit, outrun and outmanoeuvre the many mooks
populating it. Everything looks beautiful and plays smoothly, with Emily's new power-set giving me a killer play style that is at
once familiar to the first game and refreshingly different in ways that encourage new approaches to problems.

Building on the rock-solid world and style of the first game with an expansion and alternate contrast of architecture and NPCs, 
Dishonored 2's levels feel moreso than even the first game like real lived-in places designed as urban centers or buildings first, and
videogame areas second. And in choosing the Low Chaos routes of play (which are canon anyway, noice) the game has a
prevailing theme of rebuilding and healing the wounds left by both your enemies and your own negligence. In short, essential to
play and incredibly fun to do so.
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Played through this game once last year, and I found myself coming back to play with Corvo. After that I decide to do a Ghost
run with Emily. There's lots of replaybility. I love collecting money and high valued items. I love exploring and listening to
peoples conversations before I Domino enemies with sleep darts.

This game is a lot better than Dishonored 1, imo. I liked Dishonored but literally everything in Dishonored 2 is totally amped up.

I highly recommend this game. its a fantastic game i just cant recommend it due to performance issues
. Not as good as the first one, but still great. They gave more options such as slide killing, parkour and non lethal drop attacks.
More abilities from Emily and more expansive abilities from Corvo. The voice acting is wonky because of the very fast pacing
but that's like a dishonored staple.

The only complaint I have is the map layout. The first game's one was really good, like a tree it has the main route but the
branches also gives more options. this one has just one big map with several routes to choose from and the routes sometimes
lead you away from the objective. also blink is different from the first, so any veterans may find it weird.

BUT the story, the style and the world building is fantastic and it's worth playing.
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